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Abstract
A simile is a figure of speech that expresses a thought through an explicit comparison between two entities. It reveals unexpected likeness between two seemingly disparate things. Poems and lyrics are enriched with features such as rhyme, simile, metaphor, etc. In this paper, we present our work in progress towards automatic generation of simile. Simile relies on specific patterns that make them recognizable in any phrase. In order to extract patterns, sample of 2500 Tamil lyrics were analyzed and with specific words used in similes we identified the set of patterns used in aforesaid set of lyrics. The identified pattern is then used to generate new similes by randomly comparing one entity with another entity of different kind that matches with one or more attributes. The attributes associated with each entity such as colour, shape, actions and other descriptors are extracted from web using a focussed crawler.

1. Introduction
Tamil is one of the Dravidian Languages, spoken mainly in South India. It is a classical language, containing a large body of literature. Sangam Literature is one such ancient literature; Mostly Literature gives information about ancient cultures, kings, dynasty, nature etc. While describing those concepts, poets or authors uses similes to compare an object with another object having same attributes. A simile is a type of metaphor in which the comparison is made with the use of the words like பூச்சியும் உவாயின் (PaNbu uvamai), தோழில் உவாயின் (thozhil uvamai), பயண் உவாயின் (payan uvamai). PaNbu uvamai is used to compare the attributes likes shapes, color and etc between two objects. Thozhil uvamai is used to compare the action between two objects. Payan uvamai is used to compare usage between two attributes [1].

In this paper we present our work, Simile generator that can be used to generate large number of unique similes, which can be used as in Automatic Tamil poetry or lyric Generation. This paper aim to generate unique similes based on similar attributes and its functionality between two entities.

2. Background Work
In “Learning to understand figurative language: From similes to metaphors to irony” [2] the authors have described a computational approach to simile and metaphor that takes the career-of-metaphor hypothesis as its starting point. They have described how the category-defining knowledge required by metaphor can be acquired from exposure to
explicit similes, and have demonstrated that this knowledge offers a richer and more
diagnostic picture of category structure than that acquired from alternate sources.

3. How Attributes are classified and generated?
We classify entity attributes into two kinds: lyrical and non lyrical. Lyrical attributes
exaggerates the entity. Non lyrical attributes provide the actual information about the entity.
In our work, Similes are generated based on patterns and attributes. Patterns are ordering of
words or sentence structures.

3.1 Exploiting Attributes for Simile Generation
Here Attributes refers to a characteristic of an object. Here we consider similes based on
six features: Actions, Colour, Size, Shape, Adverbs and Adjectives related to a thing or
entities.

For Example
"ாயில் மபால பாᾌம் ாழந்ைத / kuyil poala paadum kuzhandhai"
้าயில் and ாழந்ைத are two entities. ாயில் (kuyil) can chirp (.CompareTo), but it cannot sing.
But ாழந்ைத can sing but it can’t chirp. The above simile tells that Child can sing like a
cuckoo. Here the action of child is exaggerated. We call this exaggeration as lyrical
attribute for a simile.

"நிலா மபாᾹற ாகம் / nilaa poandRa mugam "
Here நிலா and ாகம், both are round in shape and white in colour. The Shape and colour
of these objects are same. Here nothing has been exaggerated in the comparison. We call
these types of attributes as non lyrical ones.

3.2 Exploiting pattern for Simile Generation
Tamil Language’s sentence patterns are more complex in nature. Here patterns refer to
sentence structure. Initially we were able to find more than 90 unique Simile patterns from
2500 lyrics. We can create new similes based on different patterns.
For example
"ாுடகம் மபாᾹற வனித / ottagam poandRa manidhan"
In above example and are entities and is Preposition. Sentence pattern of above
example is NPN.

"ாம பால தவᾨம் ாழந்ைத / aamai poala thavazhum kuzhandhai"
Here ாம and ாழந்ைத are entities, பால is Preposition and தவᾨம் is action of a
. Sentence pattern of above example is NPVN

3.3 Conceptual Similes
We can create unique conceptual similes by using UNL techniques [3]. We have linked
similar concepts together through which we can create a large number of unique similes.

For example
"நிலா மபாᾹற ாகம் / nilaa poandRa mugam"
Here சந்திரண், சந்திரண் and மதிண் are equivalent concepts. This helps us to generate more similes.

4. Difficulties in Generating Similes

In Tamil, Sentence Structures are complex. Patterns are based on sentence structure. As Tamil is a partial free word order language, we can write a sentence in different ways, without affecting the meaning of the sentence. But English follows a predefined set of patterns - subject comes first, verb second and the object third (SVO). For Example In Tamil முயலை போலா வாகமாக ஓடிநாள் மாருதம் (muyalai poola vaegamaaga oadinaaL marudham) and மாருதம் முயலை போலா வாகமாக ஓடிநாள் (marudham muyalai poola vaegamaaga oadinaaL) gives the same meaning but have two different sentence patterns. In English the above example can be said as ‘marutham runs like a rabbit’ and ‘rabbit runs like marutham’ has totally another meaning.

4.1 Extracting Object/Entity Features

While extracting the features of entities from structured documents such as Wikipedia, we get more irrelevant information to an object and find difficulties in choosing correct URL to extract correct information. Moreover since this generator generates similes for lyrics, we need some imaginary information like “நிலா பூ காண்டுவா”. In this example நிலா (Nila) is not capable of doing such actions. Now we extract imaginary information about entities fr om lyrics and we manually enter attribute for entity.

4.2 Normalizing Sentence Patterns

We have identified the patterns from Lyrics and thirukkural vurai. These sentence patterns are based on post position and preorder position from the Preposition like ( - pola, pondra). As a result we obtained around 900 unique patterns from 2500 lyrics and 1330 thirukkural interpretati ons. Some of the patterns are N-P-V-N-P-V, N-P-V-N-N, N-N-V-P-V-V-N etc. Where P denotes Preposition, N denotes Noun, V denotes Verb, Adj Denotes Adjective and Adv denote Adverb.

5. Results

Sample results of our simile generator are shown below.

“சிருவிஜா போலா சந்ததா படுத்தும் உருவ.”
(thiruvizhaa poala chandhoasha paduththum uRavu.)

“நீர்த்துஞிப் போலா விஜய அனந்தவை.”
(neerththuLi poala vizhum kaNNeer)

“நதிப் போந்தா காத்மண் வாழ்க்கை.”
(nadhi poandRa thadaiyatRa vaazhkkai)

“மயில் போலா கார்பியான் நீர்ச்.”
(mayil poala karvamLLe peN)

“டையா போலா கோல் நீந்த.”
6. Conclusion and Future work
This paper presents an automatic simile generator by using attributes and patterns which can create a large number of unique similes. These similes aid in character description in auto poetry generation or lyric Generation etc. Enhancing the Automatic Attribute extraction feature will help to generate more and better similes. Visualizing the attributes on a time line will enable us to determine various patterns of words, combinations and thoughts used over time. Normalizing the patterns for the generation of new similes will enhance the system.
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